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Our sound of the week will be ‘p’. Please support your child 

to bring an object in to nursery for our sound table such as 

pig, plum or pirate. 

To avoid any objects being lost, can we please ask that you 

name the object you send in to nursery.  

After the holidays: Our topic is going to be ‘It’s a Bugs Life’. 

Some our stories will be ‘Mad about Mini Beasts’, ‘The Very 

Hungry Caterpillar’, ‘Bumble Bear’ and ‘The Bad Tempered 

Ladybird’.  

The children will learn many facts about mini beasts and 

hopefully observe the metamorphosis of a butterfly.  

Date for you diary: On Friday 26th April, you are invited to 

come and view the new equipment in our outdoor area. This 

first phase has been possible due to the generosity of the  

‘Friends of Lee Brigg’, who gave us a large amount of money. 

We are going to continue to raise money so that phase two of 

our plan can begin.  

The viewings will take place at 11am (if your child attends 

nursery in the morning and 3pm (if your child attends nursery 

in the afternoon).  

Thank you to everyone for your 50p contributions over this half 

term. Your generosity has enabled us to offer the children 

many baking and tasting experiences! 

Nursery will close for the Easter holidays today, Friday 5th 

April and we will return to Nursery on Tuesday 23rd April.  

Thank you again for all your support, happy Easter, enjoy the 

holidays, Mrs Windsor and Mrs Hough.  

 

What a lovely Easter week we have had!  

We welcomed our chicks in to the world and we used 

Resurrection Eggs to learn about the Easter story. We 

tasted hot cross buns, baked Easter nests and sent Easter 

Bunny a letter.   

We would like to thank you for coming to support your child 

make their Easter hat at our ‘Stay and Play’ session. I am 

sure you will agree that the children looked fabulous in their 

hats at the parade and their singing was super.  

All the children showed great excitement when Easter 

bunny left his dirty footprints on the nursery floor. We did 

ask him to wipe his feet in our letters!  

Thank you Easter Bunny for bringing chocolate eggs in to 

nursery.  

 

Our numbers of the week will be 1 and 10. Start at the top 

and down we run, that’s the way we make a 1 and make a 1 

with your pen, add a zero that makes 10, are the rhymes we 

use to help us to recognise these numbers.  

 


